RITING MOUNT SCAK DIT KIT
These tools are for setting the proper ignition timing of engine magneto and the other is for setting the proper deflection angle of flight controls. The magneto timing indicator is more precise than anything on the market today. It is the most superior to the old needle indicator currently in use throughout the industry. It is designed to fit securely on any aircraft spinner without the use of filler material or tape to hold it in place. The surgical tubing used to secure their tool is stronger, more durable and easily adjustable for a variety of applications. There are two different kits. The Rite-System Kit (Basic) includes the Mag-Rite magneto timer, the Fly-Rite protractor, Digital Inclinometer, TDC Locator pin, 3 each Adjustable Bungees and Aluminum Case. Instruction and warranty information are also included. The “Deluxe” kit will include the magneto synchronizer and the “Standard” kit will not. Both products are currently “Patent Pending”.

TIME-RITE DELUXE COMBO KIT
The Time-Rite unit is the number one choice of aviation mechanics for precisely timing engines. It is assembled by hand and tested to the strictest standards to preserve the original craftsmanship. It has special arms and calibrating features to accurately locate Top Dead Center (TDC) and then enables you to set the timing angle with dead-on accuracy. Kit includes:

• One 18 mm Time-Rite unit, one 14 mm Cone to adapt for 14mm use, a complete set of scales for 14mm and 18mm engines, a complete set of arms for 14mm and 18mm engines, an instruction manual, and a fitted case

P/N 12-02872 $495.96

COMPRESSION TEST KIT
Includes everything you need to check valves and rings, perform carbon build up inspection and test for late timing on a wide range of vehicles. Comes with an extension hose, straight and angled fittings and a rubberized gauge protector. Features: Adapters for a wide number of vehicles, Gauge has dual color scale with 0-300 PSI, 0-20 kPa, Test from your own garage

P/N 15-08314 $47.65

DR. ROTECH ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
Perform all required electrical tests for the Rotax 912/914 engine in a matter of seconds. Simply plug the Doctor into your ignition unit plugs and within seconds you’ll not which systems pass and which fail. Dr. RoTech performs all the required measurements of BRP-Rotax 912/914 Heavy Maintenance Manual section 74 paragraph 3.12: Generator coil (on stator), Charging coil (on stator), Trigger coil (A&B), Primary ignition coil, Spark plug connector, Ignition switch & Engine ground. What used to take you an hour now takes less than 1 min with Dr. RoTech

P/N 12-03150 $499.00

FAULTCHASER & CABLE TESTER
FaultChaser & TP-200 Tone Probe come as a kit in a protective case. Easily test cables and determine cable length quickly and accurately with the FaultChaser Handheld. This simple device allows users to find cable length and determine impediments as well as the overall condition of cables up to 3,000 feet long. Using advanced spread spectrum TDR technology, The FaultChaser provides accuracy of 1% or better while remaining immune to voltage, current, or data stream disruptions.

P/N 12-03282 $479.00

SyncroLASAR® IGNITION TIMING LIGHT TOOL
The SyncroLASAR® tool is used to synchronize Slick 4700/6700 LASAR® magneto to the engine during installation using the right and left LASAR® magneto connectors. During bench inspections and overhaul the SyncroLASAR® is also used to adjust the magneto contact breaker opening position when the cover and low voltage contact harness pigtail are removed.

P/N 12-00181 $597.00

THE PALMSCOPE
A complete, full-featured video inspection system no bigger than a smartphone, ideal for busy craftsmen, professionals and diyers. Features: Fits in your pocket Affordalbe - 1 meter drop-proof Long, thin camera-tipped probe penetrates tight, hard-to-reach spaces - Probe is waterproof and holds its shape - Four camera-lighting LEDs produce bright, crisp video on large color LCD - Four screen controls - CE and RoHS approved.

P/N 12-03521 $149.00

PORTABLE VIDEOSCOPE KIT 4MM X 1300MM
4 mm diameter 1300mm working length (available in other lengths and diameters). Steel braid insertion probe, water and oil proof, temp to 90 C. Forward view, 2 ways of articulation 120/120 up down. Comfort grip with adjustable LCD screen. Video output easily connects to capture device. KIT includes: Flexible Portable Videoscope Battery Charger Standard Storage / carrying case Portable VideoScope 4MMX1300MM Kit P/N 12-02583 $6,545.00 Portable VideoScope Carry Case P/N 12-02584 $2,890.00

DIGITAL VIDEOSCOPE 4MM X 1,300MM
1.4 mm diameter 1300mm working length (available in other lengths and diameters). Steel braid insertion probe, water and oil proof, temp to 90 C. Forward view, 2 ways of articulation 150/150 up down. Universal type video output, easily connects to display and computer via USB cable. Built in recorder and onboard hard drive with 40gig memory capacity. KIT includes: Flexible VideoScope Probe (Interchangeable with other diam. Probes), Integrated video and lightcable Sft in length, TFT LCD Display and VPU with built-in lights source for clear, wide and magnified image. Rugged carrying case. Remote control for ease of operation at distances up to 6 ft.

Digital Videoscope 4MX1300MM Kit P/N 12-02581 $7,426.00 Heavy Duty Carry Case P/N 12-02582 $3,890.00
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